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" PREFACE 

Under the Constitution and the Criminal Code Act 1974, the 

crim; na 1 1 aw of Pa,Jua New Gui nea must be written 1 aw. The present 
criminal law of our country ;s English law introduced through Australia. 
This law reflects perceptions which are not necessarily Papua New 
Guinean and research has shown that the introduced law has been 

interpreted according to perceptions of people from other societies. 

If Papua ~,e\'l Guinea is to develop a crim'inal law that reflects 
the customs, Derceptions and beliefs of its people, legislation will be 
required. Th1s worki~g paper sets out legislative proposals designed 
to achieve this end. 

Vlews and comments on the working paper are sought and should be 
directea to -

The Secretary 

La~v Reform' Commi ssion 

P O. vlards St:'"'ip 

?~pua New Guinea 

?none: 253755 or 25396 1 

and the) ;:;t10U;c ce sijbll~tted jefore ~londay 18th April, 1977. 
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1. 

Chapter I, INTRODUCTION, 

The work of the criminal justice system is to punish those who 

break the law. A person who ~ommits a criminal offence is punished but 

only after an independent judicial tribunal is satisfied that he has 

commi tted the offence. 

Having a criminal justice sys:em ~c punish people who commit offences 

is often justified on the ground that this encourages people to keep the 

law and not commi: of-;=ences. But pLnish!l1ent ilas :T13ny aims) and~ unfortunately, 

these are ~nccnsist2;(:. ?Lm1sh:iier:: is intended to deter particular offenders 

and the S2nera.~ public f:"cm c0mmitting offences. It also has an element 

of retribution. An offender who causes pain or inconvenience to others 

is himself made to suffe~. Some 9:',mishment is intended to rehabilitate 

people so that they wii~ De ba:c2~' ab:e to cope in society and not offend 

again. them commi tting offences 

But what is ~ basic humanitarian notion is that 

it is an criminal act ~'?":-:3~ dJ::e "Ifith a ~uil:y miilG (mens ree:). There 

are, of ccurse, excep~io~s '-- - '-.. ' , 
;"v .... ,;.;:;; ices. The offences of st'tict liability, 

~ike many health re£ulatiG~ J;~&rC2sJ a~e ~l Exa~01e. The notion of a 

thinks tnat a ::,:.:a~on6 .,:: ,~.::_n ,'iC,;~': nave had a guilty mind in the circumstances. 
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The criminal law also provides defences so that a person who does 

a cr;min'al act in certain exceptional circumstances can be excused. Examples 

of this are self-defence or when a person acts under provocation or where he 

makes an honest and reasonable mistake of fact about so-ething. 

But behind the criminal justice system are people's conceptions 

of what is criminal behaviour. These conceptions vary from society to 

society and the law of different societies should be stated so as to reflect ( 

these different conceptions. 

~~ost of the serious criminal offences are found in the Criminal Code 

and most of the minor offences are found in the separate Police Offences 

Acts of Papua New Guinea. These laws are based on Australian legislation 

which in turn is based on English criminal law. 

T~e ::nglish criminal law developed over many centuries. Offences 

anc defences were gradually developed and defined as English society 

developed. These offences and defences essentially reflect the perceptions 

of English oeop:e as to what behaviour should be treated as criminal and 

w~at conduct that is prime facie criminal should be excused either wholly 

or p2r~ially beC2use of the context win which the behaviour occurred. 

Be70re the English kings were strong enough to impose a centralized 

criminal justice system, the poeple settled their disputes by fighting or by 

the Dayme~t of compensation. As the Kinos slowly imposed the centralized 

criminal justice system and devleoped the concept of the King's peace and 

ex~ended i~ ~o the whole kingdom, the earlier methods of dispute settlement 
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were d; scouraged. The ma i ntenance of 1 dW and order b.ecame the res pons i bil ity 

of the government and crimina 1 behavior was punished by the state even 

if individuals and groups were capable of and wanted to deal with 

such behavior by other informal non-violent means. 

I n the 19th century pal ice forces emerged in Engl and and it became 

the accepted thing to take complaints of criminal behavior to the police 

who would bring the culpits before tbe courts to 'be deaH with according 

to the developed law. 

This was the criminal justice system that the colonizers introduced 

to Papua New Gui nea . 

This working paper is based on the premise that the criminal law of a 

country should reflect the perceptions and world-views of the people of 

that country so t;;at the ctiminal law reflects their view of what is 

criminal behavior and what is not. 

A crimin",l law 'Nhicn is significantly out of line with the perceptions 

of the people w; 1: not; 0", (2soected by them and wiil not achieve one of 

its major aims, tilat r;-,C G2terring people from anti-social, criminal behavior. 

The Law Reform Commjsslon has begun work on the long process of 

restating the cr~minal law of Pap~a New Guinea. The finalization of this 

work is some years ahead. 
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There are a large number of customary groups in Papua New Guinea 

and their perceptions of what is criminal behavior vary. Taking these 

matters into account, this working paper sets out some proposed amendments 

to the Criminal Code which would allow the courts to take into account 

the perceptions and world-views of the members of an accused persons 

community when deciding upon his liability for the offence. 

These amendments would take into account the different perceptions ! 

of different communities in Papua New Guinea and the different perceptions 

of members of the same community at different stages of sophistjcation. 

Chapter 2 of·the Working Paper demonstrates the limitations imposed 

by the present law in taking local perceptions into account when deciding 

criminal liability. 

The proposed amendments are set out and discussed in Chapter 3, 

whilst in Chapter 4 other approaches which have been suggested are set out 

and discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE RECEIVED CRIMINAL LAW 

A. The African Experience 

The problem of an introduced criminal law is well illustrated by 

Robert Seidman in his studies of the English common law criminal law in 

Africa. 1 He demonstrates how the defences available at common law were 

applied according to the perceptions of English people when Africans were 

on trial for killing witches or warlocks. Self-defence was not available 

to the Africans for killing witches because it was held that the act for 

witchcra ft aga i ns t whi ch they were reta i i a ti n9 mllst be accompan; ed by a 

physical act. This was almost never the case because the act of witchcraft 

was often imagined by the accused. The defence of honest and reasonable belief 

was not accepted for policy reasons. It was held that it would be setting 

a dangerous precedent to hold that it was reasonable for a person to kill 

as a result of a superstition about witches. The reasonableness test in 

British colonial Africa was that of the reasonable Englishman - the man on 

the Clapham Omnibus - until it was replaced by the reasonable African test as 

Insani~j was no~ acce~t2d as a defence, because belief in witch-craft 

was sometimes held by "entirely sane Africans". The defence of provocation 

was allowed or,'l if the \.;itch was kiiled immediately after offering provocation 

'before t~ere ~as time for passions to cool. The defence was not available 

if there nad been a lapse cf time. 
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As Seidman pointed out Africans who commit crimes because of pre

scientific world"views fell between the two stools of insanity and mistake, 

Mistake was measured by the standard of reasonableness appropriate to 

Englishmen and insanity was measured by African standards and "perfectly 

sane Africans believe in witchcraft. ,,2 

Seidman also suggests that the use in Africa of standards drawn from 

another society in cases involving an African's world view result in the 

imposi tJbn of stri et 1 i ab; 1 ity under the gui se of adherence to common 1 aw 

doctrin~s which traditionally abhor strict liability doctrines. 3 

Seidman's argument is based on the idea that the concept of the guilty 

mind (mens rea) is the basis of criminal punishment. Strictly speaking 

the common law concept of mens rea is not part of the law of Papua New 

Guinea, but we use the Criminal Code which contains provisions inteded to re

state and replace the concept of mens rea. 4 It is clear that the criminal 

law of Papua New Guinea has as one of its most important foundations the 

idea that people should be punished for intentionally doing what they know 

to be wrong. 

B. The Paoua New Guinean Experience 

As will be demonstrated below, the judges in Papua New Guinea, have 

gone some distance in taking Papua New Guinean perceptions into account in 

deciding criminal liability; however the introduced law imposes significant 

limitations on them. 
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In the colonial period, the former Territories of Papua and New 

Gui nea adopted Engl ish common 1 aw as the; r bas i claw .and then adopted the 

6 Queensland Cnminal Code as theh" criminal law. There has been cons'iderable 

debate about the proper way to interpret a code of law enacted in a 

country using English common law as its basic law. 7 The correct position 

;s perhaps put by Gibbs J8 -

The proper course in the first instance is to 
turn to the language of the Code itself and to construe it 
according to its natural meaning. However if the Code uses 
an expression (such as "provocation") which as acquired an 
accepted technical meaning, that accepted meaning ~ay be 
attributed to the word if the Code itself has not defined it. 

But, in Australia, judges wishing to look at the pre-existing common 
9 law, could reply upon a passage from Windeyer J in VaZZa:nce v The Queen -

The Code is to be read without any preconception 
that any particular provision has or has not altered the law. 
It is to be read as an enactment of the Tasmanian Parliament. 
And, interesting though it is to compare it with other codes, 
such as that of Queensland from which it is derived, or with 
projected codes such as Stephen's Code, they cannot govern its 
interpretation. but it was enacted when it could be said of the 
criminal law that it was "governed by established principles of 
criminal responsibiiity". And for that reason we cannot interpret 
its general provisions concerning such basic principles as if they 
were written ana tai:l'0.la rasa, with all that used to be there removed 
and forgotten. Rather is ch. iv of the Code written on a palimpsest, 
with the oid writing still discernible behind. 
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But this passage only entitles the judges to look at the pre

existing COfmlon law. It would not authorize them in Papua New Guinea to 

look at the customary attitudes of the people of Papua New Guinea or 

their perceptions o~ criminality. 

There is also an argument that the judges are not entitled to look 

even at the introduced common law, let alone at other matters. IO Section 

37(2) o~the Constitution provides that nobody may be convicted of an 

offence:!which is not defined in legislation and for which the penalty is r' 
not setS'in legislation. Section 4 of the Criminal Code Act, 1974 provides 

that no one is liable to be tried or punished for an indictable offence 

except under the Code or under other legislation. These two provisions, 

particularly the latter, give rize to the argument that, in relation to 

indictable offences at least, that only offences and defences defined in 

the Criminal Code and other legislation may be considered by the courts and 

that the courts are not entitled to look outside the legislation for any 

reason, including the reason given by Glbbs J, but must concentrate on the 

words of the Code itself. If this argument is correct any defences which 

do not emerge from the clear words of the Code are not part of the law 

.of Papua New Guinea. The judges would not be entitled to take either 

common law defences or sociological matters into account when deciding the 

issue of criminal liability. 

1 . Provocation 

Perhaps the judges have gone further in developing the law to take 

local perceptions into accout in relation to provocation. When the new 

Criminal Code came into force in November, 1975, it made it clear that pro-

vocation as defined in Section 271 could apply as a defence to a charge of 

wilful murder. If the prosecution failed to negative this defence, the 
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accused would be found guilty of manslaughter and not wilful murder. This 

11 had been the view of the majority of the judges 111 Papua New Guinea. 

Since 1960, at least, the judges have not required the accused to 

act under provocation like the reasonable Englishman, as was required in 

African jurisdictions till 1945, but rather as the ordinary person in the 

environment and culture of the accused. 12 The ordinary person was to be 

taken ins i ckness and in hea 1 th with a 11 owances to be made for the loss of 

hi s abil ity to contra 1 hi s emoti ana I responses brought about the normal 

ills to which mankind 1s s~bject.13 However the sophistication of the 

accused CGuld change the standard of self-control. An urbanized person with 

some education and knowledge of Christian principles would be expected to 

show greater self-control than, an uneducated person from a village in a remote 

part of the country. 14 

The Code does not refer to the point, but it has been held that it is 

not required for a husband to find his wife committing adultery before the 

defence of provocation based on aCluitery can be used. This is contrary to 
~ < _.. 1 !::. 

-:,12 0 I a common law ru i e. --

Provocation by insul:i:-,g 'tiords alone has been accepted as sufficient 

nrovocati on to red~ce ei ther wi lful murder or murder to mansl aughter, 16 whil st 

th~ Hfiat2:r~alH relationsh~~ fefeY'red to the definition of adultery has been 

interpretea to Extend b2yond fu1~ blood ties. l ? 

Sut the preparecness of the judges to develop the law on provocation 

tJ suit ~Qc31 conditions is not so evident in relation to other defences. 

This may oc for the '25.S0(' that whilst the defence of provocation only reduces 

\'i,:~,-fU' r"""""'(1~Y" 0"'" 'i"l'u~"e~ ~o mar'-'''uGht''~ :" • l .11,.,( ,_"_; i id ,U . t.. iI '~la -,' '-" other defences lead to a complete 

acquitta~ of the accused. 
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2. Age of Consent. 

In R v PhiZip Boike UZeZ the accused was charged with unlawful carnel 
. 1 18 know edge. It is a complete defence to the change to prove that the 

accLlsed believed, on reasonable grour.ds, that the girl was above 17 years 

of age. In giving a statement from the dock, the accused said that 0e 

though the girl was of marriagable age. There was no evidence on the 
. ' issue of whether the accused had any belief as to the 91;"15 age in years. 

However, the trial judge, Clarkson J said19 -

My oplnl0n has fluctuated on this problem for scme 

.,time. I have finally concluded that regard must be had for the 

society in which the parties lived and for the fae'; t'1at one 
could not expect a person in that soc~ety to ha'!e any r,"al 

appreciation of chronological age as opposed to appa"'~nt 

physical development as a test of maturity. A s',;at'=!T:ent by t:,e 
accused that he believed the girl to be se'Jenteen years aid Vloul:i 

have been irranediately sllspect because it adoDted a criterion 0'; 

physical :naturity still novel to indigenous members of the sccie:y 

from which the parties came ..... 

Clearly this girl was very well developed for he,' age .. 

As a member of the jury trying this case I would think it reasan;o'Jl·e 

for a person assessing physical development in such terms to have 

believed that she was seventeen or eighteen years old. Is this 
what is meant by the accused when he says the girl appeared to be 
fit for marriage? Bearing in mind that the age of seventeen years 

specified in the Code is obviously selected to have some relationship 
to nubi 1 ity I am prepared to accept that ~ t was. 

and acquitted the accused. 

f 
\ 
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But in R v Wanigu, a case with very similar facts Prentice J (as 

I ~" ). d 20 ~e ."en was sal. -

I fi nd myse 1f aga i n pressed wi th the deci 5 i 011 

·of my brother Ciarkson of 4th July, 1969, in R v Ulel. As I 
have stated before ... , with the greatest respect for my brother 

Clarkson, I have grave doubts as to whether the statutory 
law may be read down in the way at least in which his judgment 

is sought to be interpreted. 

If His Honour means to say more than that in lieu of 

stating belief in El partic~lar age 0" seventeen, an accused may 

be heard to say some such as 'I be l·j eve her to be of an age when 

the present written lal'ls of the country allowed her to have inter

course' and that such an utterance might then be considered as 

to whetner It goes sufficiently to establish belief as to the 

age of seventeen years or not in the individual case; then I 

would respectful1y find myself constrained to disagree with His 
Ho~our's conclusion. Even if the law allows evidence to be so led, 

I would consider the reasonableness of belief of the individual 

concerned would still require to be directed and tested against a 

probable age of seventeen. 

7h~s ialll is concernea to protect unmarried girls from 

Hr~:ercourS2 ;Nh~lc: UnG21' a st3.tutory age - origino.lly seventeen in 

New Guinea, now sixt2e~. 

The d~fference in vie\'! between Clarkson J and Prentice J, highlights 

the problems caused by a Cr-"~n'tna.Z Code which reflects attitudes of foreign 

c.~,,-'ieties. ClarksGn ~ts v12w is trl€ way many Papua New Guineans perceive this 

"C~'.·. ~~,~sens;16; canai :GlOw1edge with a girl above the age of puberty is 

r·,c,; S,·:',,),,: matter ur,iess j~ interferes, in the case of some Papua New Guinean 
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societies only, with the right of the girl's father to bestow rights 

in her sexua 11 ty. 21 Prenti ce J I s vi e'll is correct when one is i nterpreti ng 

the p 1 a i r1 words of the sect; on. The judges must interpret the 1 a\~, and, 

if the words of the Criminal Code are clear, which unfortunately they 

are in this case, then the judges must give effect to them even if the 

result is sometimes unjust. This is the duty cast upon them by sectio~ ,: 

of the CriminaZ Code Act, 1974. 

S. Irronai;ure Age 
'!'le 

11" 

In If! v Iakapo cmd IapirikiZa a 'ola; woman had a c;;i1d by a member of 

the same ~oiety.22 Under custom, sexual relations between members of the 

same moiety were prohibite~, A breach of this custom was a matter of great 

shame. Any child of such a union would be looked after with reluctance, it 

would be outside the normal inheritance pattern and would be a constant 

symbol of shame. 

Soon after the chil d was born, its mother, Iakapo, ordered her daughter, 

Iapirikila, to dig a hole and then bury the child in it. Iapirikila, who 

was about 12 at the time di d wha t her mother ordered, but 'N'i t~eet r81 u~t_ance. 

Mann CJ took the view that section 29 of the Cri~inal Code which 

provided that a person under 14 is not criminally responsible for acts which --she 1 ads the capacity to know not to do dea 1t wi th the moral wrongful ness of 

the act and not its illegality. The child's capac;~y ~uo~ be assessed in 

the 1 i ght of the mores, customs and soc~ a 1 order to :hs communi ty in ~"hi ch 

it 1 j ved. 
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His Honour put it this way -

In the present case the question is whether, in 
a complex social situation, well knowing that her mother's 
authority was not to be challenged by her, and knowing that 
the action ordered, though most distatesful to her, would be 
accepted by most of her people as a practical solution to the 
problem, she would have the capacity to understand that her duty 
was to deny her mother's authori ty and run away and d; sobey. 
Accord"! og to my understand; ng of the pos i ti on, it wOill d be 

imposs'lble to conv"ince the child of this, without affording 
her special protection or inducjng a greater fear. 

Looking at the matter without regard to the 
circumstances, there are enough indications to show that Iapirikila 
regarded her mother's proposed course of conduct as wrong, but 
having regard to the circumstances it seems to me to be clear 
that the child was not capable of understanding that she should 
disobey. r would be most reluctant to read S. 29 as requiring 
me to ignore circumstances as powerful in their effect on a child's 
mind as those present in this case. It would amount to torture. 

I find the accused Iapirikila not guilty of wilful 
murder~ 

4. Cannibalism. 

It was thought by Sir Hubert Murray, Lieutenant-Governor of Papua from 

1908 to 1940 and a Judge of its Central (later Supreme) Court from ;904 to 1940 

that cannibalism was an offence against section 241 of the Criminal Code 

which made it an offence improperiy and indecently to interfere with a dead 
2~ human body . ..J It would appear that Smithers J was of the same opinion. 24 

HOWEver in 1971, Prentice J (as he then was) acquitted some men from the 

\~esterr, Province of cannibalism by holding that the section was not apt to 
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cover cannibalism, and that, on the facts of the case, there had been 

no impropri ety or indecency on the part of the accused men when they 

ate part of another persons body.25 

But perhaps the most important aspect of the case is the way His 
26 Honour reached his decision. His Honour argued -

Concepts of decency and propriety (and obscenity) 
'ii!,_ 
Y/(' 

appear in many places in the ordinances and laws of Papua and 
New Guinea. Having regard to the mL:ltif"rious C'lstor.s, 
languages, dress, beliefs, degrees of civilization, and social 
organisations among the people who live in remote wildernesses, 
some where Europeans have yet walked only on a few occasions, one 
cannot conceive that the legislature would have intended to impose 
uniform blanket standards of decency and propriety, on all 
the oeoples of the country ... 

In seeking to construe whether the behaviour of the 
Gabusi villagers here amounted to impropriety and indecency, I 
conceive that I should look at the average man in the Darticular 
Gabusi community, as it was at the time of these happenings. Just 
as in the attempt to judge criminality in other sections of the 
Code (for example, concepts of provocation, reasonableness), one 
attempts to apply the standards of the reasonable primitive villager 
in his proper setting (as far as one can collate such standards), 
not those of the model of exemplary conduct in EngJish law, the 
reasonable man on the Clapham omnibus, I consider that in assessing 
propriety and decency of behaviour in relation to carpses in the 
Gabusi area, I should endeavour to apply the standards so far as I 
can ascertain them, of the reasonable primitive Gabusi villager ... 
in early 1971. 

, . 

, 
z 
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;), rn",ty of Persons doing dangez'oUB acta. ,~ . 

In 1974, the pre-Independence Full Court of the Supreme Court in what 

is known as the "Enga Jury" case, specifically rejected Papua New Guinean 

perceptions. In that case a man died after two village surgeons had 

operated on his chest with bamboo knives. The man had been unable to 

obtain satisfactory treatment at the hospitals in the area and had called 

in the v1i1age sutgeons when his condition worsened. After his death 

the surgeons were charged with his miinslaught"r but the trial judge 

acquitted them because he said no jury of Enga people would have 

they acted with recklessness sufficient to constitute a criminal 

found that 
27 offence. 

The :=1111 Court brushed aside the trial judge's approach and held that as a 

. ~ -, ~. d . • d t h b .~... d 28 ma'ccer CT law cne accuse persons Sl10U i no aye een acqul cce . Frost 

ACJ (0.5 he then was) was the oniy member of the Full Court to deal with 

th2 jury question, and ~r. cealing with the question of who was a man of 

ordinary prudence, His 
?Q 

Honour said -~ 

But for the purposes of the ~aw some mean must be 
taken, and just as cer-ca~n menta: a'ctitudes are presumed 
,S0 alsv is SOf:"ie stande:;"d of ;(nm'/~2cge to be ,pt~esL.:med.. It is 

for the purposes of this case, to be presumed to be one whose 
s·ca·te of knowiedge 3..;': pruaenc2 j s such that he appreciates the 

cU1C sk~l-; between a qualified doctor and 

\ 

";h~s ..;·ase Y'Gp":"'2sents a moveme~t back Trom the initiatives taken in the 

"C;jocat~ OL cases i 11 whi c:--: the 'fegi ot~a; i zed ordi nar-y man test was app 1 i ed 

t;,cut jT'2SL';:ljJticns of ~<r:owledge~ This earlier view was the one adopted by 

-. . , ce - s he ~ '" ~" , . s' ," .;. '. - . . •. R 'I - . n • 30 ~ ,"~n·c. :...' ,::;., 11 \.oj 11:::.1 Ha j j" :..., It:: Carl?; l:Ja ; -: sm case v .~' 0001..--[;030"& ~ 
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SOl'aexy. 

Sorcery-killings is the area in which the judges have been least 

flexible in taking local perceptions into account when deciding or crlminal 

~~abi1ity. The experience in Papua New Guinea has been similar to the 

experience in Africa discussed above, 

Insanity has been rejected as a defence. 
il} . 

.::::.......---- -- ,'":,- -_.-

accused. a Menyamya man bel i evi ng that hi s young si ster' s unexpected death 
'f': 

, , f k'l' cl h " ... r . I 31 was tne resu. t 0, sorcery, 1 ! et,,! perse:: ne De! ;eve~ to er: t,le :;:n::ere"" 

It was argued in his defence that t~e accused's primitiv9 cCildit10n and 

beiief in sorcery we.s within the range of i:a:ural menta: If'!',':'irmity con~errp12ted 

by secti on 27 of the Criminal Code, :he i nsan~ ty cefenc2 secti an G 011 erenshaw 

J rejected this "strange" defence. As in Africa, perfectly sane Papua New 

Guineans believ€ in sorcerYa 

The defence of mi stake of fact was rejected by Cl arkson J 'i n R v Ma:nga.-

32 Ei-;;a--:. As one of his explanations for killing the deceased, the accused 

said. that the deceased was a sorcerer who he feared would exercise supernat'ra: 

. Dowers to cause his death. His Honour said that he Vlould be reluctant to 

held that just because a superstition was generally held, it was;;! reasonabl':? 

bel ief. 

'0 
The defence of self-defence was attempted in R v Ferapo Meata, ,. ,~ 

that case the accused believed that the deceased had killed severa~ members 

Of ;1is family sorcery. He gave K10 to the deceased in return for an undertiik-

i ng that he would not harm any more members of the accused's family, Soon a'~ter 

, . 
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the accused's daughter became ill and the accused taxed the deceased with 

his apparent breach of faith and unsuccessfully demanded his money back. 

Later the accl.lsed caught t;,e deceased ul1iiwil.res and killed him. His HOIl'lur 

held that an exercise of a power of sorcery did not constitute an assault 

under the Code because it was not an application of force. Self-defence 

could only apply when the accused was reacting to an assault. 

The attempt t.o link the defence of reasonable mistake of fact with the 

defence of self-defence in this case also failed because the trial judge, 

Clarkson .J held that the belief in sorcery was not reasonable and that there 

had been no assault because there was no application of threat or force by the 

alleged sorcerer. 

One attempt has been made to reduce the harshness of the law in relation 

to sorcery-killings. Section 20 of the Soroery Aot, 1971 allows an accused 

who kills a person after that person has committed an act of sorcery to use 

the defence of provocation to reduce a charge of wilful murder to manslaughter. 

However, as became clear in the case R v K.J., the section is of limited 

operation. 34 It operates in the following way3~ -

1). a person who kills another under circumstances 
which would otherwise constitute wilful murder or murder. 

2). and who does so under an honest and reasonable but 
mistaken belief that, 

3) . tha t other has corrrnitted or is in the proces s of 
committing an act of sorcery of such a nature, judged 
by reference to the traditional beliefs of the social 
group to which the accused belongs as to be likely 
when directed at the accused or at some person to 
whom the evidence discloses the accused stood in a 
protective or obligatory clan relationship to deprive 
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the accused of the power of self-control and to 
induce him to assault the person who he thus believes 
has committed or is committing that act of sorcery. 

4). and who does the act which causes death in the heat 
of passion caused by that belief on the ~udden and 
before there is time for his passion to cool. 

5). is guilty of manslaughter only. 

JJ!: 
Thus people who kill 
~'" 

a person who was being accused of being a 

sorcerer without any belief that the person has done an act of sorcery or 
~ I 

one \,hich would lead an ordinary vil1ager in their are;;, '';0 105e his Se~'-

control are not protected Jy :he section. 

7. Nat-tve (Customs Recognition) Aa:: 

The Native Customs (Recognition)Act ..... as enacted in 1963 after a diffku1t 

. , . . .06 passage through the Legisla1;1Ve Councl1. Section 7 of the Act providss -

Subject to this Ordinance, native custcm ,shall not be 

taken into account in a crirninal case, except ~or t!1e purpcsa of -

Ca) ascertai-ning the ~~istence O~ otherNise of s~ats 

of mind of a person; 

(b) decidi ng the reasonableness or ot...'-1ervv:"se of 8..:1 

act, c.efaul t or crnissicn DY a person; 

exCi .. !.se; 

or whe~e tl1e Cvrurt cons:; .. ':~e.-~"S "'::.::tt by not t8-1dc.~g t~·y? custcm ::Lntc ~.c~'2' .. ::C:-~ 

L.'1.justice v.rill or may ')2 ',,;'-'''''p "':0 a :;>erscn. 
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But Section 6 provides -

(1) Subject to this Ordinance, native custcm shall be 

recognized and enforced by, and may be pleaded in, all courts, 

except insofar, as in a particular case or in a particular context 

(a) it is repugnant to the general principles 

of humanity; 

(b) it is inconsj.stent with an Act, Ordinance 

or subordinate enactment in force in the 

Terri tory or a part of the Terri tOI"'J ; 

(l!) j,ts recog"l1ition or enforcement VlOUld resultJ 

in the optnion of the court, in injustice or 

w(Y\:ud not l:Je in the public interast; or 

Cd) in a case affectmg the welfare of a child 

under the age of sixteen years, its recognition 

or enforcement would not, in the optnioo of the 

court, be in the best interests of the child. 

(.2) Nothing L, the last precedL'1g subsectton contained shall 

be deaned of itself to empower a Native Local Government Council to 

l1'.ake a subordirill-"C8 enacunent affecting native oustan, but this 

subseetion shall n01: :~e deerBd 1:0 limit in any way the powers of a 

NatiVe L.Jc.:-l.l C-ci,rerrli.7..er..t Ccc.ncil conferred by any other law in force 

ir.. the Territory or a ~ar"t of the Territory. 

Section 6 can be ~sed to place significant limits on the operation of 

- - 7 T" . '11 ; - d - - - - •. - - b . 37 sectlon . (11 S is 1 US ·t..Y'a te 1 n tiie unpUD j 1 Siied case R v Ta atu Nose1.". 

In that case the accus-3d -'ier2 charged with gross indecency as a result of a 

t·."adit~orlal c2r2rr:ony r2 1/1ved t:Jj' :he Hahc.:is Weifa:r-e Society in the Bougainvilie 

?~ov1nce. Detailed evidence was called at the trial to explain the nature 

"ne meln; ng of the ceremony, The tri a 1 judge, Frost J (as he then was) 

considered this evidence was relevant to show the lawfulness of the excuse 
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under section 7(c) but refused to recognize the custom on the ground 

that it would not be in the public interest under section 6 to do so. 

However he sentenced to accused to the nominal sentence of the rising 

of the court. 

E~cept for the purposes of bringing customary matters to the 
""''; 

attentiah of the courts in order to mitigate sentence, little use has been 
,;j, .. " 

made of section 7. The decision in R v Tabatu Nosei may have contributed 

to this, but section 7 is limited to customs and does not cover perceptions, 

beliefs or world view. 

.-<.' 
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THE SUGGESTED REFORMS, 

The easy part of the law reform process is to analyse the present 

law and point to its short eomings. The hard part is to develop new laws 

which overcome the defects in the present law without creating new problems 

of their own, 

The reform proposals in this chapter are an attempt to do that. The 

proposals are put forward fOl' discussion dnd critic'ism. They do not 

represent the fina'l v'icws of the Comll1issiofl, 

It can be seer. fr~m the analysis of the cases 'in the last chapter that 

-erere are severe ,imitations on the judges developing the criminal law in a 

wcyci;a'c ril<!ei:~ t~::: ~2:'ceptions of the Papua New Guinean people, An associated 

Pl'()C':em', is tna1: all the cases discussed in the last chapter were decided 

baT::'2 Independence. None of them are binding on the Supreme Court and only 

Ct.;:;S2 dee; s~ ons of the Fuil Court of the ;n'e-Independence SuprelT',E! Court are 

b';"G~ng 011 the National COUr1:. It is unclear whether the Judges will follow 

?,,"ticular1y b"c:;use of sect~on 4 of the e;.·{minal Code Aot, 1974, the 

0111j illii.Y to cManse the law to give greater regard to the perceptions of 

Pap:';:2 .\8'# Gui ;'jeans is by "~egi s 12 .. ::1 on. 'The COITbl1i ss i on therefora sets out 3 

Code, The f;rst of these would be 
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22A JUSTIFICATION FOR ACTS AND OMISSIONS 

(1) A person is not cr:i!llinally responsible for an act or omission, 

other than an act or omission causing the death of a person, if the 

court hearing the charge arising out of the act or omission is 

satisfied that -

(a) the person when he did the act or made the 

omission was acting under the influence of a 

traditional custcm, perception or belief; and 

(b) the particular traditional custcm, perception 

or belief was, at the time of the act or emission 

the subject of the charge, held by other IlE!llbers 

of the custcmary social grOl.'P to whic..'l the person 

belonged living in similar educational, religious 

employment or other experience. 

" , 

(2) A court, when considering the issues raised by subsection (l)(b) 

shall not apply the technical :rules of evidence, but shall admit 

and consider suc..'1 evidence as is available. 

303 UNLAWFUL HOMICIDE (AMENDMENT OF SECTION 303). 
Section 303 of the Criminal (boo is arrended by omitting 

the words "or manslaughter" and 'inserting in their place the 

words, "manslaughter, or diminished responsibility killing". 

307A DEFINITION OF DIMINISHED RESPONSIBILITY KILLING. 

(1) Subject to Subsection (4), a person who by an act or 

omission unlawfully kills another person in circumstances in which 

the killing would have been justHyable according to the trad:Ltional 

custrns, perceptions or beliefs of the c....·',mlLll'li ty to which the person 

belo~as is ~Jilty of diminished responsibility killing. 

(2) A court shall not convict a person of diminished 

responsibility killing unless it is satisfied that -
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(a) the person when he did the killing was acting 

or cm1tti.'1g to act under the influence of a 

traditional custcrn, perception or belief, ax!d 

Cb) the particular traditional custcrn, perception 

or belief was, at the time of the killing, held 

by other meni:lers of the custarJary social group to 

which the person belonged living in similar 

circumstances as himself with similar educational 

religious, employment or other experience. 

(3) A COUl .... t, when C011sj.der:L."1g the i..ssues raised by subsection 

(1) (b) sr..al1 ::lot apply -che tecbnical rules of evtdence, but shall 

ac'r.ri t and cons:,der such evic\e;c.ee as is avcJJ.able. 

( 4) Notwi -chsta..'1ding Subsection (1), 8. person who unlawfully kills 

anotb.er in cirCUllEtances ,.mich arrount to a vengeance killing (also 

knO'lm. as pay-back killing) is guilty of wilful rrrurder, murder or 

rr~DQlaughter accordir4S to the circumstances of the case. 

(;)) Up-on an i.t"'1dictrrent for wilful murder, rrrurder, infanticide 

or manslaughter a person may be convicted of the cr:i.rre of diminished 

responsibility kil:i.'1g. 

314A PUNISHi~ENT OF DIMINISHED RESPONSIBILITY KILLING. 

A person who =mi ts the crime of diminished 

responsibility killing is liable to imprisonment with hard 

laboUl' for th...""ee years. 

The scheme of the proPGsed amendments is that if a person kills when he 

,s acti rig under a t'r2,ci ti00.?, 1 be "I i er, he wlll be found gui 1 ty of an offence 

. "" 
91 vell d SiTia;. pUll -i s nm2il t. If ne does any other acts or omissions 

wnich do not cause: the death of a pe'{'scn, when acting under a traditional 

bel~e-r, he '11111 be completely acquitted. 
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The killer who wishes to take advantage of the diminished responsi,~ 

bility killing offence will have to satisfy the court, not only that he 

was acting under the traditional belief at the time, but also that the 

belief was still held by members of his community of the same level of 

sophistication as himself. An accused person wishing to avoid criminal 

liability for other acts and omissions would have to satisfy the courts as 

to the same matters. 

:jJ\layback killings are specifically exempted from the proposed amendmentsr 
TheYcjji'wuld continue to be dealt with under t.'1!! existing law, usually as wilful 

murder cases. 

Tne Constitution, in section 35, guarantees the right to life and it 

would be inconsistent for with the spirit of that guarantee if the law 

absolved ki:lers from all criminal responsibility except in the most exceptional 

cases. 

In relation to killing, the off~nce of diminished responsibility killing 

r~flects the approach already taken by the courts namely, that the killer 

; s found gUil ty and is gi ven a 1 i ght sentences which takes thi s approach furtll. 

by placing a maximum penalty of imprisonment for three years on those found 

. guilty. It would be expe~ted that in most cases, people convicted of this 

offence would receive much shorter sentences than that and that suspended 

sentences, fines and short custodial sentences would often be given. 
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The diminished responsibility killing provision would come to the 

assistance of those who killed sorcerers in circumstances of self-defence 

or provocation, where the killers had honest beliefs that the deceased 

was a sorcerer with power to harm them or their relatives. There is 

always the risk that the provision could be used as a refuge by scoundrels, 

but because a person wishing to rely on the provision must prove that he 

was acting under a traditional belief sti'11 held by his corrrl1unit.l' and his 

case will be subject to scrutiny by the prosecution, we believe that the 

chances of witch be J i efs be; ng used tc c,\Ver up ki n i ngs for other moti yes , , 
a warning recently sounded by Or Made Reay, are remote.· 

T:~e prov'ision would also come to the aid of the bush surgeons in the 

"Enga Jury" case who at the request of the deceased operated on him. 2 

The justification for acts and omissions provision would have led to 

t:1e acqui tta 1 of the canni ba 1 sin Noboi-Bosai, 3 but those canni ba 1 s who ate 

s0m2 :',~ the~e,"a ~ ns of thei \" enemi es in order to Mumii i ate then further coul d 

wei: je convicted of an offence against section 241 of the Code. 

The suggested provisions do not in any way deal with the age of consent 

question in cz.rnel knowledae cases. This matter wiil have to be dealt with 

as a separate issue. 
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CHAPTER 4. THE ALTERNATIVES 

There arE! probably many occasions on which offences against the 

introduced criminal law have been committed, but which, because they are 

not considered offences by the people, are not reported to the authorities. 

'Jccasi ana 11y the pol ice or the prosecuting lawyers wi 11 exerci se their 

discretion not to procede with an offence which is not seen as wrong i~ the 

eyes of Papua New Guineans. However the major way of ameliorating the harsh 

effects o~the introduced law at present is by imposing light sentences. 

A. Sent~ncing. 

The approach of giving light sentences for offences not treated as 

wrong by society has many defects. It is unreasonable that a person who is 

not guilty of a crime in the eyes of his fellows should be convicted of an 

offence. In count~ies with jury sys terns, the juri es usua 11y refuse to 

convict people of offences no longer considered appropriate by the general 

public. A legal system which is not in accord with society's views of right 

ana wrong is unlikely to be respected and supported. 

But there is a major practical problem with this approach. The sentences 

imposed can vary greatly from case to case and the appeal process does not 

seem to have led to uniformity of principle in sentencing. 

As noted above, in R v Tabatu Nosei the accused were charged with gross 

inc2cency as a result of a traditional ceremony revived by the Hahalis Society 

in -:::,e Bougainvi11e Province. 1 The trial judge, Frost J (as he then was) 
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3.c~epted that the behaviour in the ceremony was acceptable under custom 

but held that to recognize the custom would not be in the public interest 

under Section 6 of the Native Customs (Recognition) Act,1963 and convicted 

the accused. His Honour, however, imposed the nominal sentences of imprison-

ment until the rising of the court. 

In Rv Ginitu IZeandi a notrious sorcerer on Sideia Island in the Milne 

Bay Province committed what was believed to be an act of sorcery on the wife 

• I' th r1 2 or one 0; e accusew. The husband hastily gathered the two other accused 

and they chased the sorcerer because they believed they had to stop the 

sorcerer fr'om doing the next act in the sorcery pattern. They caught him 

and killed him and then gave themselves up to the police. In the circumstances 

of the case the defence of provocation was not available and the defence of 

aiding in self defence was not available for the reasons given above. The 

accused, although they were heros amongst their own people, were convicted of 

wilful murder and sentences to imprisonment for three years. 

In Wanosa v The Queen, the cull Court of the pre-Independence Supreme 

C~urt reduced the sentences of men convicted of a wilful murder brought about 

by a belief in sorcery from 10 years to 6 years.3 But more recently the 

F'ul] Court refused to increase the sentences of 12 months imposed on men 

from Se;Jik who killed a sorcerer. 4 However the majority of the Full Court, 

Pr2~tice S.P.J. (as he then was) and Raine J, said they might have imposed 

. ·.~er s2ntences if they had been determining the sentences at the trial, 

-,.d Saic.:.nha J said that an effective sentence of six years would have been 

appropriate. 
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Another problem is that there are other factors which bear upon 

the judges when they sentence killers. They are under some pressure to 

ircpose heavy sentences on killers by "popular demand".5 And there is 

some evidence that the judges believe in the efficacy of deterrence 

against killing. 6 These factors can lead to heavy sentences being imposed 

when the particular cases do not call for them. 

B. Juries 
i\t\ 

EIj;0peans had a right to trial by jury for offences which attached 

the death penalty. The right prevailed in Papua from 1907 to 1964 and 

in New Gui nea from 1952 to 1964.7 There is no provi si on for juri es under 

the present law, but the Constitution allows for the establishment of a 

jury system. S 

Juries can ameliorate the effect of inappropriate laws by refusing 

to conflict but this is an indirect, improper and probably ineffective way 

of dealing with unsatisfactory laws. Also His not an appropriate time to 

., ntroduce juri es genera 11y throughout Papua New Gui nea. 

Assessors 

In New Guinea it has been possible to use assessors in criminal trials 

since 1925. 9 In Papua, Village Councillors were occasiona1ly used as assessors 

1n the Courts of Native Matters from about 1928 until World War 11. 10 Even 

though Sir Hubert Murray supported the development of an assessor system, 
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ne legislation formalizing the use of assessors was ever introduced in 

Papua. 

Through the influence of the present Chief Justice of Papua New 

Guinea, Sir Sydney Frost, the assessor system in New Guinea has recently 

been revived and assessors are occasionally used in Lae, Rabaul and 

Kieta. 11 The assessors are empowered to advise the National Court, upon 
12 

request by the judge, on questions of fact, custom or usage. But it 

is the judge a lone who ded des the gui 1 t or 'i nnocence of the accused. 

13 
The assessor system was first developed in India and was later adopted 

14 
into many British colonies in Africa.. However it was only in Gold Coast 

(now Ghana) and in South Africa 

questions of fact arizing at the 
16 

the judge alone to decide. 

that assessors were empowered to decide 
15 

trial. All questions of law remained for 

The of use of assessors in trials would leave the judges better informed 

about the customs of the people being tried before the courts in particular 

cases, but it is not a solution to the problem of recognition of the perceptions 

and beliefs of the people. The African experience indicates that assessors 

can help reduce the harshness of the introduced criminal law,I? however it 
, 
is this law, with its foreign concepts of criminal responsibility which the 

judges must apply. 

The use of assessors and the provisions set out in Chapter 3 are not 

mutually exclusive. Assessors would probably be in a better position than 

most judges to assess the evidence given by defence witnesses as to the 

perceptions and beliefs of members of their community and they could provide 

o safeguard against the improper rel iance upon the new "defences" suggested 

in Chapter 3. 
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D. Diminished ResRonsibility 

In an article discussing sorcery and homicide in Papua New Guinea 

R. S. O'Regan suggested the introduction of a qualified defence of diminished 

responsibility for sorcery killings. 18 He formulated a new section for 
19 the Soroery Aot, 1971 as follows -

20A DIMINISHED RESPONSIBILITY 
t! 

When a person who unlawfully kills another under 

c~~umstances which, but for the prcvisions of this section 

would constitute wilful murder or murder, does the act which 

causes death under the belief that the person killed is a 

sorcerer who has killed by an act of sorcery, or who intends 

to kill by an act of sorcery the accused or any other member 

of the social group to which the accused belongs, is guilty 

of manslaughter only. 

The attraction of this provision is that it reduces wilful murder or 

murder to manslaughter only. The normal result of this is would be that the 

offender would receive a lesser sentence, but he would still be liable to 

maximum penalty of imprisonment for life if convicted of manslaughter. But 

. in the view of most Papua New Guineans a person killing in the circumstances 

envisages by this suggested section ought either to be acquitted entirely 

or subjected to only a minimum amount of punishment. 

E. Seidman's Solution 

Seidman suggested three solutions to the problems 

their perception of nationals in the criminal law of a 

of recognition of 
20 country. 
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1). To have the 20th century rationalist man as the norm, 
but to take into account as a mitigating factor, on 
sentence, the fact that the offender did not meet this 
st~~dard and could not have acted otherwise thar, he 
did. 

This has long been the approach in Papua New Guinea. Whilst it is 

humanitarian to an extent, it is unacceptable because it results in the 

guilt or innocence of Papua New Guineans being decided entirely according to 

foreign perceptions. And that is the mischief to be disposed of if the iaw 

is to become truely Papua New Guinean. 

2). This is really i.l development of 1. Once the offender has 
been found that the offender did the actus reus, then he 
is to subject to the "administrative processesses of re
education" which would involve vocational training, family 
counselling, compulsory attendance and a job, transporta
tion to another part of the country and the like.

21 
In a 

later article Seidman suggests the creation of a defence 
of Outmoded Custom or Belief. 22 If the accused pleaded 
ard ;noved that the act, otherwise criminal was done under 
the sway of superstition, pre-scientific belief, indigenous 
custom or the like, the accused would be found guilty not 
of the crime charged, but of the offence of Primitive Custom 
or Belief. On sentence the judge would consider only the 
question of re-education of the offender.Seidman however says 
that the method of re-education "lies in the area of education 
rather than that discussed in this paper". 

This proposal, like the first,suffers from the defect of people being 

judged according to the perceptions of foreigners. One also has to be wary 
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Of the desire for re~education, because this can become tyranny and 

peep 1 e can spend : ong peri cds in detenti on because other's wi sh to reform 
23 them. Thought reform as practiced in China looks attractive from a 

distance; but a closer looks hows that it is grossly inhuman. 24 

Rehabilitation through surgical procedures is another form of 

tyranny as can be seen from Antony Burgess' book "The Clockwork Orange" and 

the fi lm One fl ew Over the Cuckoo's Nest". 

3), The third solution Seidman offers is to model the guilty 
mind concept more closely upon the community from which 
the accused comes. He rejects this approach because 
he believes it would not be acceptable in Africa. He 
says that the Africans leaders, highly educated in 
European culture, would not accept a pre-scientific 
standard of knowledge and behaviour. Belief in witchcraft 
and its equivalents cannot be accepted when building 

25 a modern industralized society, he argues. 

Despite Seidman's arguments dismissing this third approach, we 
believe that this is the direction in which the appropriate solution is to 
be found. 
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2. Seidman (1966:1154). 

3. Seidman (1966:1158). 

4. The Buthor of the Queensland Criminal Code, Sir Samuel Griffith said 
in Widgee ShiY'e Council v Bormey (1907) 4CLR 977 at 981. 

Under the criminal law of Queensland, as defined 
in the Criminal Code it is never necessary to have 
recourse to the old doctrine of mens rea, the exact 
meaning of which has been the subject of much 
discussion. 

In Thomas v Me Eather (l920) St. R. Qd. 166 at 175, Cooper CJ and 
Lukin J said -

It seems to us that the Queensland Legislature 
has, by the express provisions of sections 23, 24 
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of what is referred to as mens rea, and directed 
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guided in determining the criminal responsibility 
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6. The English common law as statutorily received into Papua by 5.4 of the 
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a British cOlony in 1888, (British New Guinea) the English common law 
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29. Prosecutor's Request No. 2 of, Z.974 [1974 J P&NGLR 317 at 325. 

30. [1971-72] P&NGLR 271. 

--Jl. [1963] P&NGLR 72. 

32. [1967-68] P&NGlR 180. 

:13. Unreported judgement 419, (Cl a rkson J, 8-3-67) 

34. [19t~1 P&NGLR 93 . 
• 

35. [1973] P&NGLR 93 at 102. 

36.. Legis.1attve, Council Debates Volume VI, No. 7. pp. 665-67 and Volume 
VI, No. 8 pp 733-34 and pp 775-79 

37. Unpublished judgement September 1968, Frost J. Discussed by Frost CJ 
in Frost, CJ, The use of Customary Law in the criminal Justiae System, 
a paper presented to the Australian Institute of Criminology Seminar, 
~'he use of Customary Law in the Criminal Justice System, Canberra, 
March 1976, p. 15. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

1, Marie Reay, The Politics of Witch KiUi1"J, in 47 Oceania p. 1 
(September, 1976). 

2. Prosecutor's Request No. 20f Z9?4 [1974] P&NGLR 317. 

3. [1971-72] P&NGLR 271. 

CHAPTER 4 

1. U~Rub1ished judgement, Frost J, September, 1958. 
ill{,· 

2. rl967-68] P&NGLR 496. 

3. P&NGLR 90. 

4. Secretary for Law v UZeo Amantasi, unreported judgement Fe. 81 
(1-8-1975). 

5. Sa1danha J in Secretary for Law v UZeo Amantasi, unreported judgement 
FC. 81 (1-8-1975), p. 10. 

6. a). 

b). 

Saldanha J, Ibid. p. 9. 
Minogue CJ in Wanosa v The Queen [1971-72] P&NGLR 90 at 96. 

7. 

8. 

g, 

1 ' - ..l.. •• 

See Jury Ordinance (Papua) 1907-1951, Jury Ordinance (New Guinea) 1951-
1952. Juries were abolished in both Territories by the Jury Ordinance 
(Repeal) Act 1964. 

Section 186 of the Constitution. 

Supreme Court Assessors Act (New Guinea) [1925-1938] 

See Territory of Paua, Annual Reports [1926-1927],p 39; 1927-28, p. 26 
para 180; 1930-31, Appendi x 0, p. 26; 1932-33, p. 25. 

The Act was brought back into use by the enacting of the Supreme Court 
Assessors ReguZation, 1975. 

12. Supreme Court Assessors Act (New Guinea), 1925-1938. Section 5. 

13. The Law Reform Commi ttee of Uganda, Fi rs t Report, Government Pri nter, 
Kampala 1967, pp. 27-28. 

14. For example see Kenya Uganda, East and West Nigeria, Tanganvika and 
Zamzibar (now Tanzania) Nyasa1and (now ~aJawi), Gold COost (now Ghana), 
South Africa and, in the Pacific, the Solomon Islands. 
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15. Criminal Procedv~e Code of the Gold Coast S. 261, ~G. Richings, 
Assessors in South African CrUninal TriaZs [1976] Crim. L R. 107. 

16. Richings (1976:113) 

17. Sir John Gray, Opinions of Assessors in criminal TriaZs in East 
Africa [1958] J.A.L. 5. 

18. R. S. O'Regan, Sorcery and Homicide in Papua New Guinea, (1974) 
48 A.L.J. 76. 

19. O'Regan (1974:82). 

20. Seidman (1965;59-60). 

21. Seidman (1965:60). 

22. Seidman (1966:1163). 

23. See in the case of young offenders the case from the Supreme Court 
of the U.S.A. Re Gault 18 L. Ed. 2d. 527. 

24. a) . 

b) . 

J.A. Cohen, The Criminal Process in the People's Republic of 
China, 1949-1963, Harvard University Press. Cambridge, 
Massachussetts, 1968, pp 256-261. 

Allyn and Ade1e Rickett, Prisoners of Liberation New York 
1957, 

c). R.J. Lifton, Thought Reform and the Psychology of TotaZism, 
London, 1961. 

d). Patricia Grif-Fin, F-L'iBon Management in Kiangsi and Yenan 
Periods. (1974) 46 China Quarterly, 310. 

25. Seidman (1965:59). 
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